An important application of polymer electrolyte membranes (PEM) lies in a hydrogen fuel cell that runs at low temperature, as used in automotive devices. A single, tailored PEM in a stack could be produced, in principle, by pressing several layers of membranes together, each with its own specific properties. However, an ohmic resistance between interfaces of two joint PEMs has been observed [1] . In fact, recent studies by the groups of Benziger [2] and Holdcroft [3] indicate that the interfacial region between membrane and gas diffusion layer impedes the water from leaving the membrane [2] .
For pore radii of several nanometers, our continuum model is applicable; the effects of underlying molecular dynamics are addressed by a non-uniform electric permittivity and a non-uniform viscosity [6] . The case of negligible flow velocity has been analyzed mathematically [7] . We compare our numerical results with those of similar situations. For the proton concentration (log scale), we obtain the cross-section as depicted in the following figure (radius 1nm, offset 0.5nm).
We study the specific PEM-PEM interfacial conductivity
for different offsets s between the centerlines of connecting cylindrical nanochannels. Here, j + denotes the flux of protons through the cross-section A of two nanochannels, subject to an applied external electric field E ext .
For two different models, the computed and extrapolated behavior of the specific proton conductivity as a function of the offset is shown in the following figure.
Besides the influence of the offset, nano-channels may close, governed by local pressure equilibria [7] . The average PEM-PEM interface resistance is obtained by statistical analysis of the connectivity between two adjacent pore networks. Parameter studies allow us to propose an explanation for the observed PEM-PEM interface resistance and to point out how this significantly increased resistance depends on system parameters. For a reference set of system parameters, the result is illustrated for different pressures in Table I . 
